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Summary

FY21 Progress Report on BISON Simulation Development for ALD Coated Particles

Argonne has an ongoing effort to perform atomic layer deposition coatings on micron-scale fuel particles. Initial results showed cracking of the coating layer above a specific coating thickness, which motivated the development of a BISON model for the coated particle system to help explain the behavior. This report describes the initial development of the BISON model, the materials models used, and the conditions used in the simulation. A 2D model has been developed, with sensitivity studies performed on several key parameters. Based on the 2D model results, a 3D model was also developed, with results from all calculations described. First principles calculations were also performed on the fuel/coating interface to help describe the observed behavior. Potential future activities are also described.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) has an ongoing effort to perform atomic layer deposition (ALD) coatings of uranium-carbon-nitride (UC_{1-x}N_{x}) fuel kernels, and the initial coatings were performed with zirconium nitride (ZrN). After the production of these coated particles, it was observed that when the coating thickness was greater than 200 nanometers, the coating surface would crack after cooling (Figure 1), but with thicknesses below 200 nanometers, the coatings remained intact with no observable cracks. This was potentially due to a mismatch between UCN and ZrN thermal expansion, lattice mismatch, surface conditions, cooling conditions, or some other reason that remains to be identified. The goal of this work was to develop a BISON [1] model of the coated particle system that can accommodate complexity as the work proceeds and be used to explore different coating materials. The observed cracking behavior in the ZrN coating provides a comparison case for the initial model as it is developed, so the initial effort was focused on modeling and simulating the cooldown behavior and exploring potential parameter changes to reduce the chance of coating cracking based on changes observed in the coating stress. In this initial development, uranium-nitride (UN) fuel properties were used due to the availability of appropriate models. First principles calculations were also performed on the UN/ZrN coating interface to explore if the observed behavior could be due to poor adhesion at the interface.

![Figure 1: Cracked ZrN coating on UCN fuel particle after ALD deposition and cooldown.](image)

2 MATERIAL MODELS

This section covers the material models used in the BISON simulations for the UN fuel and ZrN coating. The BISON model collection had several preexisting UN material models available, but none for the ZrN coating. The needed models were found in literature and implemented in BISON using generic model interfaces.
2.1 UN Fuel

2.1.1 Thermal Conductivity

The UN thermal conductivity was available in the BISON model collection (UNThermal [2]) and was obtained from nitride fuel properties [3]. The thermal conductivity is given as a function of temperature and porosity:

\[ k(T, p) = 1.37 \cdot T^{0.41} \frac{1 - p}{1 + p} \]  

(1)

where \( k \) is the thermal conductivity in W/m·K, \( T \) is temperature in K, and \( p \) is the kernel porosity.

2.1.2 Heat Capacity

The UN specific heat capacity was available in the BISON model collection (UNThermal [2]) and was obtained by fitting discrete UN heat capacities [4]. The specific heat capacity is given as a function of temperature:

\[ C_p(T) = \frac{4.184}{M} \cdot \left(12.1554383 + 0.0025559318 T - \frac{544.292173}{T} + \frac{4359.06572}{T^2}\right) \]  

(2)

where \( C_p \) is the specific heat capacity in J/kg·K, \( T \) is the temperature in K, and \( M \) is the molar mass of the material.

2.1.3 Thermal Expansion

The UN thermal expansion was available in the BISON model collection (UNThermalExpansionEigenstrain [5]) and uses a correlation from NASAGRC (2019) [6]. The correlation depends on the material temperature, as well as the stress-free temperature. The stress-free temperature was taken to be the ALD reactor operating temperature.

2.1.4 Elastic Tensor

The UN elasticity tensor was available in the BISON model collection (UNElasticityTensor [7]) uses a correlation from NASAGRC (2019) [6] which depends on temperature and porosity.

2.1.5 Density

The UN density was implemented with the MOOSE Density model [8], and taken from [9] for room temperature (298 K):

\[ \rho = 14.33 \]  

(3)

where \( \rho \) is the density in g/cm\(^3\).
2.2 ZrN Coating

2.2.1 Thermal Conductivity

The ZrN thermal conductivity was implemented with the MOOSE HeatConductionMaterial model [10], and was taken to be constant [11]:

\[ k = 20.5 \]  

where \( k \) is the thermal conductivity in W/m·K.

2.2.2 Heat Capacity

The ZrN heat capacity was implemented with the MOOSE HeatConductionMaterial model [10], and was taken to be a function of temperature [12]:

\[ C_p(T) = 43.60 + 6.82 \times 10^{-3}T - 5.00 \times 10^5T^{-2} \]  

where \( C_p \) is the heat capacity in J/K·mol, and \( T \) is the temperature in K.

2.2.3 Linear Thermal Expansion

The ZrN thermal expansion was implemented with the MOOSE ComputeThermalExpansionEigenstrain model [13], with the thermal coefficient taken to be \( \alpha = 7.24 \times 10^{-6} \) [14]:

\[ \epsilon_{\text{thermal}}(T) = 7.24 \times 10^{-6} (T - T_{\text{free}}) \]  

where \( T \) is the temperature in K, and the \( T_{\text{free}} \) is the stress-free temperature, taken to be the ALD reactor temperature.

2.2.4 Elastic Tensor

The ZrN elasticity tensor was implemented with the MOOSE ComputeIsotropicElasticityTensor model [15] with the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio given by [11]:

\[ E = 450 \text{ GPa} \]  
\[ \nu = 0.25 \]  

where \( E \) is the Young’s modulus and \( \nu \) is the Poisson’s ratio.

2.2.5 Density

The ZrN density was implemented with the MOOSE Density model [8], and taken from [16]:

\[ \rho = 6500 \]  

where \( \rho \) is the density in kg/m\(^3\).
3 2D MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The engineering scale modeling was performed using the BISON fuel performance code. The reference case was developed in 2D geometry, and was eventually extended into 3D, discussed in the next section.

3.1 Geometry

The 2D mesh was taken to be a concentric circular mesh, modeled as one quarter circle with symmetry conditions along the x-axis and y-axis, as shown in Figure 2. The mesh consists of two blocks, one for the UN fuel, and one for the ZrN coating. The fuel kernel was taken to be 800 microns in diameter, with the coating taken to be 100 nanometers thick. The mesh was generated internally in BISON using the MeshGenerator system, with greater resolution used in the coating region due to the relative difference in size.

![2D concentric circle mesh with symmetry](image)

Figure 2: 2D concentric circle mesh with symmetry, (a) full size, (b) edge zoom to show coating.

3.2 Conditions

The exterior thermal boundary condition was chosen to simulate cooldown behavior of the coated fuel particles after the ALD coating process. The ALD reactor operating temperature is 240 °C, which was taken to be the initial condition for the entire mesh, and the outer surface was then specified to cool down to room temperature. This model used an approximation of the cooldown process, specifying the outer surface temperature directly to cooldown linearly from the reactor operating temperature to room temperature over the cooldown period, taken to be 1 hour in the reference case. Additional complexity could be added in future work to use a convective heat transfer boundary condition instead of specifying the temperature directly.
3.3 Reference Case

The primary objective of the work was to study the evolution of von Mises stress in the coating and study the effect of different parameters on this evolution. The reference case provides the basis for each of the parameter variations. In the reference case the coating von Mises stress steadily follows the boundary surface temperature condition. After reaching room temperature the maximum coating von Mises stress reaches approximately 107 MPa. These results are shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: 2D reference case results. Surface temperature in K, peak coating von Mises stress in Pa.](image)

3.4 Parameter Variation

With the reference case established in the previous section, several parameters were chosen to study the effect of variations on the coating stress: coating thickness, cooling time, fuel kernel size, and fuel kernel porosity. In each variation, the simulation was performed based on the reference case conditions, with only the specified parameter varied. For coating thickness, the thickness was varied from 100 nm up to 800 nm, which was expected to have a significant impact based on what had already been observed in fabrication results (Figure 4). For cooling time or cooling rate, the cooldown time was extended from 1 hour up to 6 hours (Figure 5). For kernel size, the radius was varied between 200 microns and 800 microns (Figure 6). Finally for kernel porosity,
was varied from 0 up to 30% (Figure 7). This is likely not a parameter that would want to be changed, but it was a parameter in some of the UN material properties, so it was still explored for reference.

Figure 4: Coating peak von Mises stress results for coating thickness parameter sensitivity.

Figure 5: Coating peak von Mises stress results for cooling time parameter sensitivity.
Despite initial predictions, the results showed that none of the variations resulted in any significant change in the coating stress. This was most surprising for variations in coating thickness, as differing behavior in the fabrication results had already been observed, and this indicated there were potentially missing key properties from the model. After further consideration it was thought that the cracking was potentially due to stress concentration due to the surface roughness of the
fuel kernel, which was not represented in the mesh, and that the basic 2D model would need to be extended to a 3D model with a rough surface to be able to capture the behavior that had observed experimentally.

4 3D MODEL DEVELOPMENT

This 3D BISON model expands on the 2D BISON model described in the previous section to account for a 3D mesh which includes surface defects.

4.1 Reference Case

The 2D quarter circle mesh was extended to a fully 3D spherical mesh. The conditions from the 2D reference case were then applied to the 3D mesh and same simulation was carried out. The resulting stress distribution is shown in Figure 8. The coating von Mises stress is symmetric about the spheric surface and reached a maximum of approximately 107 MPa. This is the same stress distribution as the 2D model, which provides some confidence that the 2D-to-3D transition was done correctly.

Figure 8: 3D smooth particle coating peak von Mises stress results.
4.2 Surface Defect Case

The smooth 3D sphere was then extended by creating a random assortment of surface defects. These defects don’t precisely mimic the observed particle surface, but work as a reasonable first approximation. The same calculation was then performed on the defected mesh, with the results shown in Figure 9. The stress concentration is no longer uniform and concentrates around the surface defects, maxing out at around 375 MPa, roughly 3.5 times the original result. This indicates that the stress concentration is sensitive to the particle surface and provides confidence that the BISON model is progressing in the right direction.

![Figure 9: 3D defected particle coating peak von Mises stress results.](image)

5 FIRST PRINCIPLES CALCULATIONS

To understand the adhesion behavior of ZrN coating on UN fuel and the potential role of ZrO$_2$ layer on the adhesion of ZrN coating on UN, density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed to simulate the interfaces of UN/ZrN, UN/ZrO$_2$, and ZrO$_2$/ZrN. A previous study by Weinreich et al. [17] shows that the deposited ZrO$_2$ coating can be amorphous or crystalline phase (tetragonal/cubic) phase depending on the film thickness. For the ZrO$_2$ film deposited in this study, the ZrO$_2$ coating should be in crystalline phase, either tetragonal or cubic depends on the deposition conditions. For this reason, both tetragonal and cubic ZrO$_2$ were considered for generating the ZrO$_2$/ZrN interface. Crystalline ZrN and UN adopt the rock salt structure. Although the (100)
surface of ZrN is thermodynamically more stable than the (110) and (111) surfaces, the (111) surface orientation of ZrN is thermodynamically more favorable to form coherent interfaces with the (111) surface of tetragonal ZrO$_2$ (t-ZrO$_2$) because of the reduced lattice mismatch. To this end, a total of four interfaces were studied in this work: (1) UN(001)/ZrN(001), (2) UN(001)/c-ZrO$_2$(001) (both Zr and O terminations are considered for c-ZrO$_2$), (3) ZrN(001)/c-ZrO$_2$(001), and (4) ZrN(111)/t-ZrO$_2$(111). The generated interface structures are shown in Figure 10.

All DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [18, 19] based on the projector augmented wave method (PAW) [20]. The exchange-correlation functional is described by the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [21]. 6s$^2$6p$^6$5f$^2$7s$^2$, 4s$^2$4p$^6$5s$^2$4d$^2$, 2s$^2$2p$^3$, and 2s$^2$2p$^4$ electrons were treated as valence electrons for U, Zr, N and O atoms, respectively. A plane-wave kinetic-energy cutoff of 500 eV and a k-point sampling of 9×9×1 was used for all the interface calculations. The four interfaces, i.e., UN(001)/ZrN(001), UN(001)/c-ZrO$_2$(001), ZrN(001)/c-ZrO$_2$(001), and ZrN(111)/t-ZrO$_2$(111), were constructed using the optimized lattice parameters of the corresponding phases for UN, t-ZrN, c-ZrN and ZrO$_2$. Periodic slab models were used to simulate the interface structures. In these models, a finite number of layers of atoms were used to represent the semi-infinite bulk phase, and these slabs were separated by a region of vacuum thick enough to minimize the inter-slab interactions. The positions of all atoms in the slabs were fully relaxed before the calculation of total energies. The convergence of surface energy and work of adhesion of interfaces was tested against the number of atom layers and the thickness of vacuum layer.

The chemical bonding strength of a coating layer on a substrate can be characterized by the ideal work of adhesion ($W_{ad}$), which defines the energy required to separate an interface into two free surfaces. The ideal work of adhesion can be calculated by the following formula:

$$W_{ad} = \frac{(E_{coating} + E_{substrate} + E_{interface})}{A}$$

where $E_{coating}$ is the total energy of the isolated coating, $E_{substrate}$ the total energy of the isolated substrate, $E_{interface}$ the total energy of the interface including both coating and substrate, and $A$ the area of the interface. High work of adhesion of an interface means high interfacial bonding strength.

The calculated work of adhesion values of the studied interfaces are summarized in Table 1. Among the four interfaces, i.e., UN(001)/ZrN(001), UN(001)/c-ZrO$_2$(001), ZrN(001)/c-ZrO$_2$(001), and ZrN(111)/t-ZrO$_2$(111), UN(001)/ZrN(001) shows the lowest work of adhesion, indicating that the adhesion of ZrN coating on UN substrate is the weakest. A (c/t)-ZrO$_2$ interlayer deposited between UN and ZrN can significantly improve the adhesion of ZrN coating on UN substrate. Meanwhile, there are two possible terminations for c-ZrO$_2$(001) layer in the UN(001)/c-ZrO$_2$(001) interface, as shown in Figure 10 (b) and (c). The calculated work of adhesion values of the UN(001)/c-ZrO$_2$(001) interface show that O-terminated c-ZrO$_2$ interlayer has much stronger adhesion on UN substrate compared to Zr-terminated interlayer. Therefore, O termination is preferred for the deposited c-ZrO$_2$ interlayer in order to increase its adhesion on UN substrate. It should be noted that c-ZrO$_2$ was adopted to simulate the adhesion of ZrO coating on UN substrate. In reality, the first few nanometers of ZrO$_2$ coating should be amorphous. However, the adhesion
between amorphous ZrO$_2$ and UN is expected to be even stronger than that between c-ZrO$_2$ and UN due to the reduced lattice strain. Therefore, it can be concluded that a thin ZrO$_2$ interlayer should be helpful for improving the adhesion of ZrN coating on UN substrate.

Figure 10: Interface model structures of (a) UN(001)/ZrN(001), (b) UN(001)/c-ZrO$_2$(001)_O-term, (c) UN(001)/c-ZrO$_2$(001)_Zr-term, (d) ZrN(001)/c-ZrO$_2$(001), and (e) ZrN(111)/t-ZrO$_2$(111) interfaces. Cyan, green, red and silver spheres represent U, Zr, O and N atoms, respectively.

Table 1: Calculated work of adhesion of the studied interfaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface models</th>
<th>$W_d$ (J/m$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UN(001)/ZrN(001)</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN(001)/c-ZrO$_2$(001)_O-term</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN(001)/c-ZrO$_2$(001)_Zr-term</td>
<td>1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZrN(001)/c-ZrO$_2$(001)</td>
<td>5.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZrN(111)/t-ZrO$_2$(001)</td>
<td>5.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 FUTURE ACTIVITIES

The BISON model developed in this work provides a good basis to develop more advanced system models to explore the ALD coated particle system. Several potential areas for enhancement include:

- Creating a defected fuel kernel based on experimental results, and including convective surface conditions at boundary.
• Adding a zirconium matrix material layer around the coating particle to explore effect of matrix region
• Adding a ZrO$_2$ interlayer between the UN kernel and ZrN coating to observe the macroscopic effects of the first principles recommendations
• Simulation of the fuel element manufacturing processes, such as mechanical rolling
• Simulation of long-term behavior under irradiation conditions
• Adding multiple particles to model to explore interactions such as contact and deformation
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